
A DESCRIPTION OF THE FOREIGN AFFAIRS WHICH WERE NOT A

PROMINENT CONCERN OF JACKSONS ADMINISTRATION

Generally, foreign affairs were not a prominent concern of Jackson's administration. The President's agents negotiated a
number of treaties to secure foreign.

Jackson sent soldiers into Florida to remove the Seminole, marking the start of the Second Seminole War.
Jacksonianism, however, would grow directly from the tensions it generated within white society. These
institutions have risen up to check a president they fear. Government encouragementâ€”in the form of tariffs,
internal improvements, a strong national bank, and aid to a wide range of benevolent institutionsâ€”was
essential to that growth. A handful of defenders or apologistsâ€”most notably Jackson biographer Robert V.
North and South, the democratic reforms achieved by plebeian whitesâ€”especially those respecting voting
and representationâ€”came at the direct expense of free blacks. It was one of the most definitive acts of his
presidency. He regarded as treason any act of violence designed to aid and abet secession. Compounding his
sorrows were constant struggles with his health resulting from wounds, harsh military camp life. McLane's
plan would recharter a reformed version of the national bank in a way that would free up funds, partly through
the sale of government stock in the national bank. Civil-society groups such as the ACLU quickly filed habeas
corpus petitions asking federal courts to enjoin the order in various ways, which they did. Jackson's chosen
agent, Anthony Butler, possessed neither of those qualities, and Jackson's own careless instructions
encouraged Butler's clumsy dabbling in the diplomatic underworld of bribery and personal influence.
Believing the tariff to be unconstitutional, South Carolinians articulated a route by which they themselves
could declare a law unconstitutional. Those opposed to Jackson's plans had many reasons for concern. Jackson
is not entirely opposed to the federal financing of such projects, supporting the allocation of federal monies for
the National Road. Under the Jacksonians, government-sponsored internal improvements generally fell into
disfavor, on the grounds that they were unnecessary expansions of centralized power, beneficial mainly to men
with connections. Roberts's efforts result in the first treaties between the United States and a number of far
eastern governments, including Siam now Thailand. Jackson had many faults Jackson did not acquiesce in the
Supreme Court's ruling that the Bank was constitutional; he challenged it head on. Many other Cherokee
protested the treaty, but, by a narrow margin, the United States Senate voted to ratify the treaty in May 
Powerfully influenced by the evangelical Second Great Awakening, core oppositionists saw in moral reform
not a threat to individual independence but an idealistic cooperative effort to relieve human degradation and
further expand the store of national wealth. In the address, he reaffirmed many of the promises he and his
supporters had made during the campaign. Not all of them have come from bureaucrats; Trump appointees
have engaged in leaking too. Jackson is the only president, and for that matter the only American, whose name
graces a whole period in our history. He has pressured his senior intelligence and law-enforcement officials to
help clear his name and fired the original lead investigator, FBI Director James Comey. Although
congressional compromise soon defused the situation, Jackson's proclamation made it clear that he believed
the federal government was the supreme power in the United States and he was willing to use the military to
ensure its supremacy. The second assumption is that the country is fundamentally stable. Jackson rejected
these ideas and promised the use of force if South Carolina disobeyed the law. Meanwhile, the old debate over
liberty and power raged as Jackson, Congress and the Bank were all accused of abusing their powers.


